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                The sweetest crypto around!

                Join the Cherry YT AI revolution

                Empowering a decentralized AI future
              


			  
       
    




    





    
        
            About



            
                A One-Stop Platform

                
                  At Cherry, we believe that everyone should have the freedom to control their own
                  funds without relying on intermediaries or centralized institutions. That's why we've created a decentralized system that's powered by the 
                 latest blockchain technology, making it possible for you to send and receive Cherry
                  tokens with ease, speed, and low transaction fees.
                

            


            
                An extra layer of protection

                Our team of experienced developers and crypto enthusiasts are dedicated to
                   building a robust ecosystem around Cherry, including the creation of decentralized applications
                    (dApps) that utilize the Cherry network.
                   We're committed to delivering a world-class user experience and staying at the forefront of innovation in the crypto industry.

            



            
              AI Machine learning Code

              We believe that Cherry has the potential to revolutionize the way
                 we think about finance and the power 
                dynamics in our global economy. Cherry YT contract code constantly adopting new blockchain technologies to improve it's uses. No other token uses this in house development function!

          



        


    






    
        
          Features

            
              
                Security

                
                  Ensure that Cherry is built with the latest security features to protect users' funds.
                

            


            
              
                Decentralization

                
                  Create a decentralized system that enables users to control their own funds without relying on intermediaries.
                

            


            
              
                Low Transaction Fees

                
                  Make transactions on the Cherry network affordable and accessible to all users.
                

            


            
              
                Scalability

                
                  Ensure that the Cherry network can handle a large volume of transactions without slowing down or becoming congested.
                

            


        

    






    

  
    Roadmap

        
        
                        
                                
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    Phase
                                            1
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Development

                                        
                                          Development of the Cherry blockchain and initial distribution of the Cherry token through a public sale.
                                        

                                    

                                

                        
        
                      
                                
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    Phase
                                            2
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Listing

                                        
                                          Listing on major cryptocurrency exchanges to increase accessibility and liquidity.
                                    


                                

                              
        
                           
                                
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    Phase
                                            3
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Development Continuation

                                        
                                          Continued development of the Cherry ecosystem, including the creation of decentralized applications (dApps) that utilize the Cherry network.
                                        

                                    

                                

                           
        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    Phase
                                            4
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Expansion

                                        
                                          Expansion of the Cherry community and partnerships with other blockchain projects.
                                        

                                    

                                

                              
        
                            

  
                          

						  Cherry YT now listed on CoinMarketCap!

		

	

	

    









    
        
          Token Distribution

            Initial distribution: Hold a public sale to distribute Cherry tokens to interested investors.

            Future distribution: Use a proof-of-stake (PoS) consensus algorithm to distribute new Cherry tokens to
               network participants who hold existing tokens.
               This incentivizes users to hold onto their Cherry tokens, which can help to increase the token's value over time.


        

    





  
      
        Eco-System

        
        	Wallets: Provide users with a secure and user-friendly wallet to store their Cherry tokens.
	Exchanges: Cherry tokens should be listed on major cryptocurrency exchanges to increase accessibility and liquidity.
	Decentralized Applications (dApps): Create decentralized applications that utilize the Cherry network to provide users with innovative and useful tools, such as lending platforms, prediction markets, and more.
	Merchants: Encourage merchants to accept Cherry tokens as a payment method, increasing the utility of the currency and expanding its reach.
	Partnerships: Form partnerships with other blockchain projects to increase awareness of Cherry and create a more interconnected ecosystem.


      



      

  





  
      
      

        
          FAQs

          
            
              
                
                  What is MyCherry YT?
                
              

              
                
                  Cherry is a decentralized cryptocurrency that aims to create a secure and reliable means of sending and receiving funds without relying on intermediaries or centralized institutions. Check our Contract code!
                

              

            

            
              
                
                  How do I buy Cherry tokens?
                
              

              
                
                  Right now you can buy it through several DEX's, But we recommned that you purchase Cherry with Bitcoin, Ethereum, or other cryptocurrencies through our direct buy option below to save fees.
                

              

            

            
              
                
                  What is the technology behind Cherry?
                
              

              
                
                  Cherry is built on the latest ethererum blockchain technology using state of the art AI custom code with upgradeability and adoption to any future blockchain improvements, utilizing a secure and decentralized system to ensure the safety of user funds.
                

              

            

            
                
                  
                    What is the difference between Cherry and other cryptocurrencies?
                  
                

                
                  
                    Cherry is designed with low transaction fees, scalability, and security in mind and another "Secret" ingredient that makes our contract code so unique and different from the rest. It's mission is to empower a decentralized future and create a cryptocurrency that's accessible to everyone.
                  

                

              


              
                
                  
                    How can I use Cherry tokens?  
                  
                

                
                  
                    Cherry tokens can be used to send and receive payments, as well as to participate in decentralized applications that are built on the Cherry YT network. Our advice is to buy and hold Cherry tokens. Remember - those who bought Bitcoin in 30 cents per Bitcoin and waited only gained. But patience was needed!
                  

                

              



              
                
                  
                    What is the Cherry roadmap?
                  
                

                
                  
                    The Cherry roadmap includes the development of the Cherry blockchain, listing on major cryptocurrency exchanges, creation of decentralized applications, expansion of the Cherry community, and partnerships with other blockchain projects.
                  

                

              


              
                
                  
                    Who are the Cherry YT team?
                  
                

                
                  
                    The Cherry team is made up of experienced developers and crypto enthusiasts who are dedicated to creating a world-class user experience and staying at the forefront of innovation in the crypto industry. Some of them are developers and investors of Bitcoin since 2010!
                  

                

              




              
                
                  
                    How can I get involved with Cherry?
                  
                

                
                  
                    You can get involved with Cherry by purchasing Cherry tokens, participating in the Cherry community, and exploring the decentralized applications built on the Cherry network. Use the Buy button below to buy Cherry YT directly without using an exchange or pay high fees!
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